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S U M M A R Y
The coseismic surface displacement field and slip distribution at depth due to the Kashmir
earthquake (Mw = 7.6, 2005) have been analysed by different authors using subpixel cor-
relation of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images and optical images, teleseismic analysis,
GPS measurements, as well as in situ field measurements. In this paper, first, we use 23 sets
of measurement from subpixel correlation of SAR images and differential interferometry to
retrieve the 3-D coseismic surface displacement field. The obtained horizontal and vertical
components along the fault trace are then compared, respectively, to equivalent measurements
obtained from subpixel correlation of two optical ASTER images and in situ field measure-
ments. Second, the coseismic fault geometry parameters and slip distribution at depth are
estimated. In addition to the one segment slip model as reported in previous work, a two
segments slip model that better fits the surface fault break is proposed. The improvement of
the two segments slip model in interpreting the measured displacement field is highlighted
through comparison of residuals of both slip models. Taking advantage of differential interfer-
ometry measurements that provide precise and continuous information in the far field of the
fault, firstly, a wedge thrust according to Bendick et al. to the Northwest of the main rupture
built on our two segments model is tested. According to the obtained results, the residual of
the two segments main rupture plus wedge thrust model is slightly smaller than the residual
of the two segments model to the Northwest of the Balakot–Bagh fault. Secondly, we test
the sensitivity of our slip model to the presence of slip along a décollement as evidenced by
Jouanne et al. through post-seismic analysis. The results indicate that the estimations of the
coseismic displacement field and slip distribution in this paper are not significantly biased by
such post-seismic displacement and that most coseismic displacement is located on a ∼40◦

NE-dipping fault, as previously reported.

Key words: Image processing; Earthquake ground motions; Dynamics and mechanics of
faulting.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

An earthquake of Mw = 7.6 struck the Northern Pakistan (Kash-
mir region) in an out-of-sequence position, 100 km North of the
Main Frontal Thrust, on 8 October 2005, causing 87 000 deaths.
This earthquake occurred along the Himalayas, a tectonic boundary
formed by the collision of the Indian and Eurasian Plates and char-
acterized by high seismic activity as illustrated by the occurrence
of earthquakes of Mw � 8 in the historical seismicity (Bilham et al.
1998; Kumar et al. 2001; Lavé et al. 2005). During this earthquake,
a NE-dipping thrust fault, from Bagh to Balakot via the Jhelum river

valley and the city of Muzaffarabad (Fig. 1), was activated (Avouac
et al. 2006; Pathier et al. 2006; Kaneda et al. 2008). After the main
shock, aftershocks continued daily, with more than 978 aftershocks
of Mw = 4.0 and above recorded before 27 October 2005.

The coseismic surface displacement field, the fault geometry and
the slip distribution on the fault due to this earthquake have been
analysed by different authors. In Pathier et al. (2006) and Wang et al.
(2007), the 3-D surface displacement (E, N, Up), the fault geome-
try and the slip distribution are estimated by subpixel correlation of
ENVISAT synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images. Avouac et al.
(2006) used subpixel correlation of two optical advanced
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30 Y. Yan et al.

Figure 1. Location of the coseismic data sets (ENVISAT) used in this paper. The Balakot–Bagh thrust activated during the 8 October, 2005 earthquake is
drawn in red. This thrust is clearly out-of-sequence as shown by its location, 100 km North of the Main Frontal Thrust (the black line) located at the Southern
foothill of the first relief. Track 191, 234, 463 are descending tracks. Tracks 270, 499 are ascending tracks. For tracks 270, 463, 499, there are several scenes
corresponding to different frame. Yellow points represent the positions of the GPS measurement dedicated to the post-seismic displacement quantification used
in Jouanne et al. (2011).

spaceborne thermal emission and reflection radiometer (ASTER)
images in order to deduce the horizontal surface displacement
(E, N). They combined this information with teleseismic analysis
to infer the fault geometry and the slip distribution. In Kaneda et al.
(2008), in situ field measurements are performed to map the surface
fault rupture and to measure the vertical surface displacement at the
fault. Also, Parsons et al. (2006) analysed the static stress change
associated with this earthquake by using teleseismic waveforms.
According to these analyses, this earthquake corresponds mainly
to a thrust fault rupture of about 70 km long, dipping ∼30◦ NE,
situated between the surface and 15 km depth.

Bendick et al. (2007) inferred that this earthquake occurred on a
wedge fault with multiples fault planes by combining GPS surface
displacement measurements and aftershock locations, including a
main rupture between Bagh and Balakot with strike 331◦ and dip
29◦, a NNE-dipping fault plane extending WNW from Balakot and
a nearly flat décollement at 5 km depth. However, the data used by
Bendick et al. (2007) were obtained along the Indus valley, North-
west of the rupture area terminating at Balakot according to the
surface observation. The strong aftershocks observed near the In-
dus valley, Northwest of the rupture area, reflect the activation of
the active thrusts with no surface expression that were already acti-
vated by the 1974 Pattan earthquake (Jouanne et al. 2011). Conse-
quently, the questions arise: is the surface displacement observed by
Bendick et al. (2007) linked with the strong aftershocks which oc-
curred in this area; and does the main rupture plus wedge thrust
model interpret the measured displacement field better than the
only main rupture model?

Jouanne et al. (2011) analysed the post-seismic displacement
based on six GPS campaigns performed in January and August

2006, in March and December 2007, in August 2008 and 2009,
between a few hundred meters and several tens of kilometres from
the emergence of the thrust (Fig. 1). By comparison to numerical
simulations, they propose that post-seismic displacement and af-
tershock spatial and temporal distribution were probably induced
by an afterslip along a décollement North of the ramp affected by
the main shock. This mechanism was active at least during the first
weeks following the main shock. After this period, afterslip and
viscous relaxation with a non-Newtonian viscosity both can explain
the recorded post-seismic displacement. The décollement proposed
by Jouanne et al. (2011) is connected to the ramp and dips 10◦

North. The displacement along this décollement reached 30.8 cm
between November 2005 and August 2006. They conclude that the
coseismic surface displacement was induced by the slip on the ramp,
while the post-seismic displacement was probably induced by the
afterslip along the décollement located NE of the ramp. This con-
clusion is consistent with the post-seismic behaviour of the Chi-Chi
earthquake (Hsu et al. 2002; Yu et al. 2003; Perfettini and Avouac
2004; Hsu et al. 2007) where the afterslip was concentrated on a
near-horizontal décollement South and down-dip of the ramp on
which the coseismic slip was produced. However, in the case of the
main shock of the Kashmir earthquake, the coseismic displacement
is essentially constrained by the near field data (except for the tele-
seismic waveform) or point instantaneous far field data providing
poor resolution on potential slip on a deep décollement located be-
tween 15 and 30 km in depth, North of the ramp. Consequently, it
seems important to estimate how much this conclusion might be
biased by the spatial distribution of the data used to retrieve the
coseismic displacement field and slip distribution. Another related
question is the impact of post-seismic displacement on coseismic
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Figure 2. Mosaı̈c of interferograms. Only two interferograms are displayed
(Track 4631 (2004/11/06–2005/11/26) on the left, Track 191 (2004/10/18–
2005/11/07) on the right), because the other three interferograms are super-
imposed on these two interferograms. The black line represents the surface
fault break.

displacement analysis, if the coseismic data include the post-seismic
period. Hence, it is necessary to add far field data, such as differen-
tial interferometry (D-InSAR) data.

A series of ENVISAT SAR images in both ascending and de-
scending modes, acquired from July 2004 to June 2006, are avail-
able to deduce the coseismic fault geometry parameters and slip
distribution at depth. The spatial coverage of these data extends
from the near field to the far field of the fault, ranging of about
400 km in the NS direction and 250 km in the EW direction, re-
spectively (Fig. 1). Subpixel correlation and D-InSAR are applied
to these SAR images in order to extract displacement in range and
azimuth directions of each acquisition (hereafter denoted by radar
measurements). D-InSAR is applied successfully for the first time
to displacement measurement for this earthquake. Since D-InSAR
data provide precise displacement information in the far field of
the fault (Fig. 2), the use of D-InSAR measurements allows a new
contribution to the displacement measurement and fault rupture
modelling for this earthquake with respect to previous work.

Firstly, the 3-D surface displacement (E, N, Up) is retrieved by
a least squares inversion from radar measurements. Also, subpixel
correlation is applied to the same two optical ASTER images as
in Avouac et al. (2006) in order to estimate the horizontal surface
displacement, with two components (E, N). The horizontal displace-
ment and vertical displacement obtained from radar measurements
are compared to the horizontal displacement obtained from optical
measurements and the vertical displacement obtained from in situ
field measurements (Kaneda et al. 2008), respectively. Then, two
slip models with one segment and two segments, respectively, are
proposed and the corresponding coseismic fault geometry parame-
ters and slip distribution are estimated using radar measurements.
The obtained slip models are further evaluated by residual analysis.
Moreover, a wedge thrust inspired from Bendick et al. (2007) is
tested. Its contribution to interpreting the measured displacement

field in and to the NW of the main rupture is discussed. Further-
more, the precise information brought by D-InSAR measurements
in the far field of the fault is used to discuss the impact of the
post-seismic displacement probably induced by afterslip along a
décollement on the retrieved coseismic displacement field and slip
distribution, as well as the potential presence of coseismic slip along
the décollement level.

2 S A R DATA P RO C E S S I N G

Subpixel correlation of SAR image processing is described briefly in
this section, since it corresponds to a classical correlation technique
provided by ROIPAC (Rosen et al. 2004). D-InSAR processing
is presented in detail, because a specific phase unwrapping chain,
taking prior displacement information into account and using mul-
tiscale phase gradient, is developed. Using this processing chain,
D-InSAR is applied successfully for the first time to displacement
measurement for this earthquake.

2.1 Subpixel image correlation of SAR images

The subpixel image correlation technique has been widely used for
the measurement of large amplitude displacements (Michel et al.
1999a,b). It consists of a subpixel offset measurement in lines and in
columns between the master image and the slave image, which cor-
responds in SAR images to the displacement in range and azimuth
directions, respectively. In general, the accuracy of this technique
depends on the image resolution, for ERS and ENVISAT satellite
images, it is included between 0.2 and 1.0 m (Pathier et al. 2006).
Nine pairs of SAR images, in which two pairs are in common with
those used by Pathier et al. (2006), are correlated using ROIPAC
(Rosen et al. 2004). A post-processing chain including topographic
correction, filtering, thresholding, constant correction, geometric
correction, was applied to obtain the final displacement (This post-
processing chain is available on line: http://www.efidir.fr). 18 sets of
measurement in range and azimuth directions are obtained. We use
the pseudo-variance parameter provided by ROIPAC, which quan-
tifies the quality of correlation, as the uncertainty associated with
the displacement measurement as in Casu et al. (2011).

2.2 Differential interferometry

The application of D-InSAR has not been successful in measuring
the displacement due to this earthquake because of the coherence
loss and the large gradient of deformation which resulted in alias-
ing problem. Only a few isolated areas of deformation signal are
detected, which made the phase unwrapping extremely difficult.
Given this difficulty, we have developed a dedicated processing
chain which can take prior displacement information into account
(This processing chain is available on line: http://www.efidir.fr.). In
our phase unwrapping processing chain, the interferogram fringes
are characterized by estimating their phase gradients at different
scales (S0 corresponding to the full resolution SLC image and Sn to
the multilooking image after a complex average of n looks in range
and 5n looks in azimuth). Then these phase gradients are combined
in order to reduce noise, as well as to avoid the aliasing problem.
Finally, the interferometric phase is unwrapped at scale S2 from the
combined phase gradients using a global least squares method as
proposed by Ghiglia & Romero (1994).
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2.2.1 Estimation of multiscale phase gradient

The estimation of the phase gradient, corresponding to the fre-
quency of a signal, named local frequency in Trouvé et al. (1998),
can be seen as a problem of spectral analysis on small windows (tak-
ing the circularity of the wrapped phase into account, there is no
detection of 2π shift at the edge of the fringe). The bi-dimensional
phase gradient (fx, fy) is estimated by an algorithm based on the mul-
tiple signal classification (MUSIC) method (Trouvé et al. 1998). For
each pixel of the interferogram, besides the estimated phase gradi-
ent, an associated confidence parameter indicating the presence of
unreliable phase gradient, is provided by this algorithm. The per-
formance of the estimation depends on the size of the estimation
window with respect to the fringe width. Typically, with a signal
vector of nine pixels (3 × 3) and an auto-correlation matrix esti-
mated on a window of 9 × 9 pixels, the estimation is robust for
relatively narrow fringes. With the presence of significant noise,
larger fringes require a larger estimation window or a reduction of
resolution together with low-pass filtering. In practice, in order to
respect the local stationarity and to minimize the computation time,
we apply the phase gradient estimation at multiscale.

2.2.2 Fusion of phase gradients

At the initial scale level (S1 for example), the estimation of large
fringes in the far field of the fault is not always reliable, especially
with the presence of significant noise. The transition from high-
resolution scale levels (S1, S2) to low-resolution scale levels (S4, S8,
S16) is performed by complex multilooking. This transition greatly
reduces the noise, therefore, working at low-resolution scale levels
can ensure the quality of phase unwrapping thereafter. However,
except for noise reduction, the transition to low-resolution scale
level reduces also the fringe width, and this can result in aliasing
problems, mostly in the areas close to the fault where the gradi-
ent of deformation is very large. Accordingly, in the far field of
the fault, we work at low-resolution level scales, while in the near
field, we work at a relatively high-resolution scale level depending
on the gradient of deformation. Thus, a priori displacement infor-
mation is necessary. For this, we use the 3-D surface displacement
field estimated by Pathier et al. (2006) by inversion of subpixel
image correlation measurements using an homogeneous, elastic,
half-space dislocation model (Fig. 3a). For each interferogram, the
3-D surface displacement (E, N, Up) provided by the model is pro-
jected into the LOS direction using the corresponding projection
vectors. Then we calculate the gradient of deformation, which is
used to determine the lowest resolution scale level of phase gradient
(Fig. 3b), allowing phase unwrapping without aliasing problem. Fi-
nally, multiscale phase gradients are fused into the phase gradient at
scale S2.

At each scale, the confidence parameter associated with the phase
gradient estimation (Cf) and the coherence of interferogram (C◦) are
combined as follows:

Cφ = C f C◦
1 − C f − C◦ + 2C f C◦

(1)

Then, a confidence parameter for each pixel after fusion of mul-
tiscale phase gradients is obtained by combining Cφ at each scale
according to Fig. 3b.

2.2.3 Phase unwrapping

The bi-dimensional approach used for phase unwrapping involves
searching for a global solution by a least squares method. For this, a

Figure 3. (a) A priori deformation model in line of sight (LOS) direction,
negative value for displacement towards the satellite. It corresponds to the
surface displacement predicted by an homogeneous elastic linear deforma-
tion model obtained from the coseismic slip distribution in Pathier et al.
(2006). (b) Scale image for phase gradient estimation deduced from the
a priori deformation model. S0 corresponding to the full resolution SLC
image and Sn to the multilooking image after a complex average of n looks
in range and 5n looks in azimuth. All images are in the radar geometry of
the track 4631 (2004/11/06–2005/11/26).

priori information available is the fused multiscale phase gradient
and an associated confidence parameter. We search on the whole
image for the unwrapped phase value, �(i, j), that minimises the
squared error E defined as follows:

E = �M−1
i=1 �N

j=1Cφ(i, j)(�(i + 1, j) − �(i, j) − fx (i, j))2

+ �M
i=1�

N−1
j=1 Cφ(i, j)(�(i, j + 1) − �(i, j) − fy(i, j))2 (2)

where i and j represent the line and column index, respectively.
The numbers of lines M and columns N are chosen as a power of
2 to speed up the discrete cosine transform algorithm used in the
minimization.

2.2.4 Multiscale adaptive filtering

In order to validate the results of the phase unwrapping, we perform
an adaptive filtering on the original differential interferograms (in-
terferograms after topographic and orbital corrections) at scale S2

using the multiscale phase gradients. The objective is not to recover
the unwrapped phase directly, but to seek to eliminate the noise that
affects the wrapped phase, then to bring out the fringe pattern. The
phase signal is continuous only if it is analysed in complex form.
The complex average of a great number of pixels, assumed inde-
pendent, allows the variance of phase estimation to be reduced. On
the basis of this principle, the original differential interferograms
are filtered by multiscale phase gradients. Then they are compared
with the re-wrapped unwrapped interferograms in order to quantify
the residual of phase unwrapping. Only the interferograms whose
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Figure 4. (a) Original differential interferogram (b) Filtered interferogram by multiscale phase gradient (c) Unwrapped interferogram using multiscale phase
gradient by a least squares method (d) Wrapped phase residual. All images are at scale S2 and in the radar geometry of the track 4631 (2004/11/06–2005/11/26).

residual is inferior to 2π are considered as correctly unwrapped and
used hereafter.

An example of the original differential interferogram, the fil-
tered interferogram, the unwrapped interferogram and the wrapped
residual interferogram for the track 463 (2004/11/06–2005/11/26) is
shown in Fig. 4. With respect to Fig. 4(a), noise is greatly reduced in
Fig. 4(b) and the fringe patterns are highlighted. In particular, some
fringes near the fault are recovered successfully. In order to ensure
the quality of phase unwrapping, a severe thresholding is performed
on the confidence parameter associated with the estimated phase
gradient. Consequently, some pixels are masked, especially near the
fault (Fig. 4(c)). In the non-masked area, the wrapped residual is
almost homogeneous and there is no presence of fringes (Fig. 4(d)),
according to which the obtained phase values are considered to be
unwrapped correctly.

2.2.5 Atmospheric correction

The atmospheric phase screen is one of the main factors that pre-
vents the extraction of the displacement signal from interferograms
(Zebker et al. 1997). It can be decomposed into a stratified part and a
turbulent part. Regarding the turbulent component, it is considered
to be spatially correlated but random in time, and can be removed by
stacking interferograms or filtering (Schmidt and Bürgmann 2003;
Hooper et al. 2007). Regarding the stratified component, it can be
estimated from global atmospheric models which provide temper-
ature and water vapour content along a given number of pressure
levels (Doin et al. 2009).

Here we estimate the tropospheric phase delays using the ERA40
reanalysis from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF), which covers the studied period with a tem-
poral resolution of 6 hr, a spatial resolution of 1.125◦ and provides
values for 23 pressure levels.

For the phase delay calculation, we follow the methods described
by Doin et al. (2009) and the average phase delay/elevation ratio τ ,

between the minimum and maximum elevations, zmin and zmax, in
each SAR scene is defined by:

τ =
∫ zmax

zmin
δφ(t1)dz − ∫ zmax

zmin
δφ(t2) dz

zmax − zmin
(3)

where t1 and t2 denote the two acquisition dates.
The ratio estimated from ERA 40 is then compared with

the ratio obtained from the linear correlation of the unwrapped
phase and the elevation (Cavalié et al. 2007; Doin et al.
2009).

The D-InSAR measurements used in this paper, include four
interferograms on descending pass and one interferogram on as-
cending pass. The agreement between interferogram derived ratio
and atmospheric model derived ratio confirms the presence of to-
pographically related atmospheric effects. Thereafter, we correct
the topographically correlated atmospheric phase using the atmo-
spheric model derived ratio on the interferograms where there is a
good agreement. An example of the Track 191 is shown in Support-
ing Fig. S1.

2.2.6 Determination of displacement reference

As there is a constant shift on the unwrapped phase values, it
is necessary to add or subtract a constant to the phase issued
displacement values in order that the displacement values in the
far field of the fault are close to 0. For this, we use the dis-
placement values obtained from subpixel image correlation of
the same image pair. Although the displacement values in the
far field given by the subpixel image correlation are noisy, they
provide an approximate measure of displacement. In particular,
in the used measurements, the displacement differences between
these two types of measurement are almost constant. This allows
the referment of phase-issued displacement values by adding these
differences.
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2.2.7 Estimation of phase uncertainty

Because of the complexity of the processing chain, it is very diffi-
cult to quantify errors arising from data processing. In particular,
without ground truth, it is impossible to estimate the error induced
at the step of displacement reference determination. However, it is
important to obtain a measure of uncertainty associated with the
displacement. Therefore, we use coherence information to estimate
the phase variance (σφ) due to noise present in the interferograms
(Trouvé et al. 1998). This phase variance, which characterises es-
sentially random variation of phase values, is used as uncertainty
associated with displacement.

σφ = 1√
2M

√
1 − C2◦
C◦

(4)

with C◦ the coherence and M the number of multilooking, 40 in this
study, since the unwrapped phase is issued from the combination of
multiscale phases, from S1 to S16.

Finally, 23 sets of coseismic measurements including 18 sets from
subpixel image correlation and 5 sets from D-InSAR are obtained
(Table 1). Their spatial distribution is shown in Fig. 5. In particu-
lar, the spatial distribution of D-InSAR measurements is shown in
Fig. 2.

3 T H R E E - D I M E N S I O NA L S U R FA C E
D I S P L A C E M E N T F I E L D R E T R I E VA L

3.1 Three-dimensional surface displacement field issued
from radar measurements

From the 23 sets of measurements obtained in the previous section,
the 3-D surface displacement is retrieved by a linear inversion in
least squares sense. Results shown in Fig. 6(a) are in good agreement
with those obtained by Pathier et al. (2006) on the basis of six
sets of subpixel image correlation measurement. The associated
uncertainty (Fig. 6(b)) is obtained by propagation of uncertainties
associated with the measurements resulting from subpixel image
correlation and D-InSAR through the inversion system in the least
squares method.

According to Figs 5 and 6, a fault rupture, composed of two
segments (Northern segment and Southern segment), is observed
from the surface where the displacement gradient is very large. This
fault rupture corresponds to a thrust with the hanging wall in the
North-East and the footwall in the South-West. The displacement
on the footwall is relatively uniform, whereas the displacement on
the hanging wall is larger at positions closer to the fault rupture.
Regarding the displacement on the hanging wall, a SW component

Table 1. 23 sets of measurement for coseismic displacement measurement of the 2005 Kashmir earth-
quake. CorRg and CorAz denote the measurement in range and azimuth direction, respectively, from
subpixel image correlation. φ denotes the measurement from D-InSAR. Data in bold correspond to
the same data sets as used by Pathier et al. (2006). Measurements φ, CorRg of the Tracks 4631 and
4991, CorAz of the Tracks 4991 and 4993 correspond to the selection of measurements used in Section
4.

Orbit direction No. track Acquisition date B⊥ (m) Bt (year) Measurement type

Descending 191 20041018–20051107 18.5252 1.0532 CorRg, CorAz, φ

234 20051006–20060608 −42.0326 0.6721 CorRg, CorAz, φ

463 20041106–20051126 −21.9210 1.0548 CorRg, CorAz, φ

20041106–20060311 12.1250 1.3470 CorRg, CorAz, φ

20040724–20051022 −52.8583 1.2445 CorRg, CorAz

Ascending 270 20050625–20051112 72.2857 0.3811 CorRg, CorAz, φ

499 20050815–20051128 42.0463 0.2856 CorRg, CorAz

20050815–20060313 42.4986 0.5779 CorRg, CorAz

20050919–20051024 −268.0392 0.0970 CorRg, CorAz

Figure 5. Coseismic displacement field obtained by fusion of subpixel image correlation and D-InSAR measurements. The location of each track is shown in
Fig. 1. For each pixel, the displacement value corresponds to the displacement value whose associated uncertainty is the smallest among all of the available
measurements. The colour discontinuity corresponds to the fault rupture.
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Figure 6. (a) 3-D surface displacement field, (b) associated uncertainty retrieved by a least squares inversion using 18 sets of subpixel image correlation
measurement and five sets of D-InSAR measurement. The associated uncertainty is obtained by propagation of uncertainties associated with subpixel image
correlation and D-InSAR measurements through the least squares inversion.

and a Up component are observed. Moreover, a progressive decrease
of the West component from North to South along the fault trace
is observed, which is consistent with the observation obtained by
Pathier et al. (2006). These observations are consistent with the
behaviour of the Bagh–Balakot fault reported by previous work: a
pure thrust towards SW on the Northern segment and a significant
increase of right lateral slip on the Southern segment on the hanging
wall.

In addition to providing precise displacement information in the
far field of the fault, another contribution of D-InSAR measure-
ments to 3-D surface displacement retrieval relies on the reduc-
tion of the uncertainty associated with the displacement values
according to comparisons performed between the case with D-
InSAR measurements and the case without D-InSAR measurements
(Yan et al. 2012).

3.2 Horizontal surface displacement issued from optical
measurements

Two optical ASTER images acquired on 14 November 2000 and 27
October 2005, are used to retrieve the horizontal surface displace-
ment by subpixel image correlation with COSI-Corr (Leprince et al.
2007). The images and methods are the same as used in Avouac et al.
(2006). These two optical images are processed with objective to
obtain a set of measurement independent of the radar measurements
in order to perform a comparison between these two types of mea-
surement. In order to measure the displacement along the fault trace,

a series of profiles are created by averaging a band of pixels that is
perpendicular to the fault trace. Then, the displacement on the fault
is obtained by a linear regression on these profiles. The uncertainty
associated with the displacement on the fault by the linear regres-
sion corresponds to the standard deviation of the regression on each
side of the fault.

In order to facilitate the comparison in the following section, the
same profiles are created on the horizontal displacement obtained
from radar measurements along the fault trace.

3.3 Comparison of the surface displacement estimated
by radar, optical and in situ measurements

As the vertical surface displacement along the fault trace has been
measured on the field by Kaneda et al. (2008), three types of surface
displacement measurement along the fault trace with completely
different sources of information and data processing methods are
available for this earthquake. The associated uncertainty is inde-
pendent from one type of measurement to another. This allows
the results issued from each type of measurement to be validated
through inter-comparisons, since there is no other ground truth
available. In this section, the horizontal displacements along the
fault trace between the radar and optical measurements and the ver-
tical displacements along the fault trace between the radar and in
situ field measurements (Kaneda et al. 2008) are compared. The
horizontal displacements along the fault trace obtained from both
radar and optical measurements are shown in Fig. 7. A reasonable
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Figure 7. Horizontal displacement along the fault trace (red and blue vectors
are, respectively, for radar and optical measurements). The ellipses represent
the 2σ uncertainty.

general agreement is achieved, except in the Northern segment
between longitude 73.35◦E and 73.45◦E, where a large discrepancy
is observed. This discrepancy may be explained by uncertainties
associated with each type of measurements.

The vertical displacements along the fault trace obtained from
radar and in situ measurements are shown in Fig. 8. The displace-
ment resulting from radar measurements corresponds to the upper
boundary of the displacement resulting from in situ measurements.
The difference is large and the variation of in situ measurements is
significant. This can be explained by the fact that the in situ mea-
surements are instantaneous point measurements, corresponding to
the local deformation, and the total displacement could be underes-
timated if the displacement is distributed over a large area of several
hundred meters, while the radar measurements are averaged in an
area of about 20 pixels (∼2.4 km), plus low-pass filtering during
data processing.

In order to analyse the uncertainty associated with the radar
measurements, three pre-seismic pairs of SAR images, whose per-
pendicular and temporal baselines are similar or inferior to those of
coseismic image pairs issued from the same track, are used (Table 2).
According to these analyses, the maximum 3-D surface displace-
ment error estimated from radar measurements is on the order of
0.2 m, which is consistent with the nominal uncertainty associated
with the displacement measurement issued from subpixel image

correlation of SAR images. Therefore, we decided to analyse the
coseismic fault geometry and slip distribution inverting only radar
measurements hereafter.

4 C O S E I S M I C FAU LT G E O M E T RY A N D
S L I P D I S T R I B U T I O N I N F E R R E D F RO M
S A R I M A G E RY

The fault geometry parameters such as strike, dip, rake, slip, (X,
Y) (the coordinate of the centre of the fault break at the Earth’s
surface in the East and North direction, respectively, in the UTM
N43 projection system), length, depth and the slip distribution on
the Balakot–Bagh fault have been retrieved by inversion of a homo-
geneous, elastic, half-space mechanical deformation model (Okada
1985) using subpixel SAR image correlation measurements (Pathier
et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2007), optical measurements and teleseismic
waveform (Avouac et al. 2006). In this paper, we follow the same
approach as used by Pathier et al. (2006): a nonlinear optimization
of the fault geometry parameters assuming a uniform slip on the
fault plane followed by a standard kinematic inversion for slip dis-
tribution with the previously optimized fault geometry parameters.
However, the retrieval of the fault geometry parameters and the slip
distribution are performed using measurements with larger spatial
coverage (Fig. 1), especially using D-InSAR measurements that
provide precise and continuous displacement information in the far
field of the fault (Fig. 2). Moreover, in addition to the one segment
slip model as in Pathier et al. (2006), a two segments slip model
linked better to the surface fault break is proposed.

The data sets are downsampled using a quadtree algorithm with
the objective being to keep as much as possible of the displace-
ment variation information, but not to burden the inversion system.
The split of the quadrant depends on the displacement variance
within the quadrant. The threshold of the displacement variance is
chosen based on the trade-off between the number of points and
the displacement variation. If the displacement variance in a given
quadrant is smaller than the threshold, the median value of displace-
ments is taken for this quadrant; otherwise, the quadrant is split into
four subquadrants. The improvement by taking the median value
of displacements is discussed in Dawson & Tregoning (2007). An
example of the quadtree downsampling is shown in Supporting
Fig. S2.

First of all, the fault geometry parameters and the slip distribu-
tion are retrieved by using all of the available measurements. Then,
a selection of measurements (five sets of D-InSAR measurement
and four sets of subpixel correlation measurement (Table 1)) whose
residual (difference between the data observation and the model

Figure 8. Vertical displacement along the fault trace (in situ field measurements in blue and radar measurements in red).
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Table 2. Available data sets for pre-seismic displacement measurement of the 2005 Kashmir earthquake.
CorRg and CorAz denote the measurement in range and azimuth direction, respectively, from subpixel
image correlation. φ denotes the measurement from D-InSAR.

Orbit direction No. track Acquisition date B⊥ (m) Bt (year) Measurement type

Descending 463 20040306–20041106 4.0353 0.6667 CorRg, CorAz, φ

Ascending 270 20050730–20050903 43.5286 0.0927 CorRg, CorAz, φ

499 20050502–2005091 9 −19.8367 0.3799 CorRg, CorAz, φ

Table 3. Fault geometry parameters of the one segment slip model.

Strike (◦) Dip (◦) Rack (◦) Slip (m) X (km) Y (km) Length (km) Depth (km)

320.37 38.96 98.22 4.84 364.29 3797.81 68.33 13.22

Table 4. Fault geometry parameters of the two segments slip model.

– Strike (◦) Dip (◦) Rack (◦) Slip (m) X (km) Y (km) Length (km) Depth (km)

South segment 320.37 39.92 105.14 4.30 371.07 3789.65 60 14.12
North segment 343 39.92 152.18 3.21 349.60 3820.41 16 8.64

prediction) is less than 0.5 m is used to estimate the fault geom-
etry parameters and the slip distribution. According to the results
obtained, these two approaches give almost the same results, but
using the selection of measurements is much less time consuming.
Consequently, further analyses are performed with this selection of
measurements.

4.1 Fault geometry parameters

The obtained fault geometry parameters for the one segment slip
model are shown in Table 3. They are consistent with the results
obtained by Pathier et al. (2006), Avouac et al. (2006) and Kaneda
et al. (2008), as well as with the Harvard CMT solution (determined
from the modelling of the long-period surface wave) and the focal
mechanism determined by the USGS from teleseismic waves.

Regarding the retrieval of the fault geometry parameters for the
two segments slip model, the intersection point of the two segments
at the Earth’s surface, the strike, the length and the (X,Y) of each
segment are determined from the surface fault break and they are
fixed in the inversion, on the one hand in order that the two segments
model is better lied to the surface observation of the fault rupture,
on the other hand in order to facilitate the optimization of the fault
geometry parameters. The obtained fault geometry parameters for
the two segments model are shown in Table 4. Globally, they are
consistent with the parameters of the one segment model. They are
also consistent with the parameters of the two segments model in
Avouac et al. (2006).

4.2 Slip distribution

There are some differences more or less significant between the
slip distributions obtained by different authors (Avouac et al. 2006;
Parsons et al. 2006; Pathier et al. 2006). Two major slip asperities
are identified in the Northern segment (Balakot–Muzaffarabad) and
the Southern segment (Muzaffarabad–Bagh) by Pathier et al. (2006)
and Parsons et al. (2006): the one in the Northern segment is a
larger-slip asperity, whereas the one in the Southern segment is a
smaller-slip asperity. Moreover, they are consistent with the surface
slip distribution obtained by Kaneda et al. (2008). However, the
ones in the Southern segment inferred by Parsons et al. (2006)
and Kaneda et al. (2008) have a larger size than the one inferred
by Pathier et al. (2006). Furthermore, the centre of the Northern

asperity is located further North by Parsons et al. (2006) than by
Pathier et al. (2006). Avouac et al. (2006) suggest a single asperity
just above the hypocenter, assuming a fault with two segments.
Additionally, the zone with the maximum slip is located further
South than in the slip distribution derived by Pathier et al. (2006).

To estimate the slip distribution, a Laplacian smoothing is used
in the inversion to avoid the oscillation (Hsu et al. 2002; Yu et al.
2003; Funning et al. 2005; Pathier et al. 2006). In this paper, the
smoothing factor is chosen based on the trade-off between the
roughness of the model and the rms. The obtained one segment
slip distribution model is shown in Fig. 9 (see detailed text file
s2005Kashmirarche 1seg.slp in Supporting Information). The seis-
mic moment related to this slip distribution is 2.99 × 1020 N m,
very close to the Harvard CMT solution (2.94 × 1020 N m). Two
major slip asperities are observed. Beneath the Northern segment,
occurred the slip larger than 6 m with a peak of 9 m at 6 km depth
(deeper than in Pathier et al., 2006). Beneath the Southern seg-
ment, smaller slip occurred with a maximum of 7 m at 4 km depth.
Furthermore, in the Northern segment, our slip distribution shows
larger slip at depth than other models, which can be explained by the
different spatial coverage of data used in this paper, especially the
far field data. The two segments slip distribution model is shown
in Fig. 10 (see detailed text file s2005Kashmirarche 2seg.slp in
Supporting Information). The seismic moment related to this slip
distribution is 2.87 × 1020 N m, also close to the Harvard CMT
solution. At the intersection of the two segments, the transition of
slip values is not perfect because of the edge effect on each seg-
ment. Regardless of this effect, two major slip asperities can be
considered, which is consistent with the one segment slip model.
Compared to the one segment model, globally the slip is larger on
both Northern and Southern segments. The Northern segment fits
the surface fault rupture better. The size of the Northern asperity is
larger, while the size of the Southern asperity is smaller and shal-
lower. By comparison with the two segments model in Avouac et al.
(2006), the two asperities in our model correspond better to the
surface slip distribution, especially on the Southern segment. At the
end of both Southern and Northern segments, the slip is larger but
shallower in our model. Also, the Northern asperity in our model is
deeper than the major asperity in Avouac et al. (2006). The obtained
results confirm the occurrence of larger slip along the Northern part
of the thrust. This larger coseismic slip induces a larger post-seismic
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Figure 9. One segment slip model. The fault rupture at surface is marked by the black line.

Figure 10. Two segments slip model. The fault rupture at surface is marked by the black line.
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slip along the part of the ramp following the Northwestern segment
(Jouanne et al. 2011). The asymmetry of co- and post-seismic slip
between the Northwestern segment and the Southeastern segment is
also illustrated by the spatial distribution of aftershocks, these ones
being mainly located NW of the thrust (Jouanne et al. 2011).

4.3 Residual analysis

The residuals of both slip models are calculated for each data set in
order to further evaluate the obtained slip models. For this, the 3-D
displacement field is constructed from the slip distribution model,
and then projected into the direction of each data set and compared
to the original data set. The residuals (model minus data) for some
data sets are shown in Figs 11–14.

Firstly, the residuals of subpixel correlation data sets are dis-
cussed. For the data set of Track 4993 (CorAz) (Fig. 11), there is a
good agreement between the data and the two models, except that
at the end of the Southern segment, a small area with large residual
is observed with both models. This small area corresponds to the
positions where there is a discrepancy between the modelled fault
trace and the observed fault trace (Figs 9 and 10). The improvement
of the two segments model is not significant regarding the resid-
ual. However, by comparison of the displacement field issued from
two models, the displacement field issued from the two segments
model is clearly more similar to the data observation. Regarding the
data set of Track 4631 (CorRg) (Fig. 12), there is a great difference
between the two models in interpreting the data. A good agree-
ment is obtained between the data and the two segments model.

Figure 11. Residual of the Track 4993, CorAz (model minus data). (a) one segment model (b) two segments model.
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Figure 12. Residual of the Track 4631, CorRg (model minus data). (a) one segment model (b) two segments model.

However, for the one segment model, the displacement field with
strong magnitude near the fault on the hanging wall given by the
model is more regular and smaller than that observed from the data,
which causes the significant difference on the order of 2 m near the
fault on the hanging wall in the Southern part. This observation indi-
cates slip deficit in this area. Moreover, on the hanging wall, further
NE far from the fault, the model presents an excess of displacement,
which implies that the Southern asperity should be shallower than
that in the one segment model. Regarding the displacement field
issued from two models, the displacement field issued from the two
segments model is more similar to the data observation. Therefore,
the two segments model clearly interprets the data better than the
one segment model according to this data set.

In fact, the subpixel correlation data sets allow only the dis-
placement field on the fault and near the fault predicted by the
slip model to be validated, since they cannot capture the detailed
displacement information in the far field because of the limitation

of the technique precision. The difference in detail in the far field
on the hanging wall as well as in the near field on the footwall
where the displacement magnitude is small, cannot be observed
from these residuals. This indicates the need to use far field precise
and continuous data in order to further evaluate the obtained slip
models.

Secondly, the residuals of D-InSAR data sets are discussed. For
the data set of Track 191 (ϕ) (Fig. 13), the residual is small for
both models, but a slight tilt effect is observed, which indicates the
gradient of the modelled displacement does not follow exactly that
of the measured displacement, especially in the southern part of the
footwall. This can be partly explained by the spatial distribution
of points after the quadtree downsampling, since a few points are
taken in this part because of the small variation of displacement
values (Fig. S2). From comparison of the residuals of both models,
no great improvement of the two segments model is observed, since
the residual for both models is small. For the data set of Track
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Figure 13. Residual of the Track 191, ϕ (model minus data). (a) One segment model (b) two segments model.

4631 (ϕ) (Fig. 14), the data essentially cover the footwall. The two
models present slip deficit on the footwall of the Northern segment,
where relatively large residual is observed. These observations are
consistent with the observations of the residual of the subpixel
correlation data set of the same Track (4631 CorRg). On the Northern
segment, relatively large residual is observed on the hanging wall,
which indicates slip deficit on this segment (Fig. 12). In both data
sets, the residual is smaller for the two segments model. With the
two segments model, the modelled fault geometry fits better the
observed surface fault rupture. However, the Northern slip asperity
is perturbed by the segments’ intersection, therefore, slip deficit still
exists, despite of the improvement with respect to the one segment
model.

According to these analyses, we can conclude that the two seg-
ments slip model can explain the displacement field measured by
the data in the near field and in the far field of the fault at the same
time in a satisfactory manner. Adding D-InSAR data that provide
precise continuous displacement information, especially in the far
field, allows the slip models to be better constrained and validated.
Although the one segment slip model is not as good as the two seg-
ments slip model in interpreting the data observation, the validation
of the one segment slip model by D-InSAR measurement is im-
portant, since the one segment slip model obtained in this paper is
consistent in general with the one segment slip models obtained in
previous work, but there was not such detailed validation performed
in previous work.
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Figure 14. Residual of the Track 4631, ϕ (model minus data). (a) one segment model (b) two segments model.

5 I N V E S T I G AT I O N O F W E D G E T H RU S T
A N D P O T E N T I A L S L I P A L O N G
A D É C O L L E M E N T L E V E L

5.1 Investigation of wedge thrust

In Bendick et al. (2007), a wedge thrust, including a NNE dip-
ping fault plane extending WNW from Balakot and an intersecting
nearly flat dislocation at ∼5 km depth, is inferred from the histori-

cal regional seismicity, aftershock distribution and aftershock focal
mechanism in addition to a main rupture as estimated by Pathier
et al. (2006); Parsons et al. (2006). The GPS measurements are
used to constrain the slip magnitude on the wedge thrust. Since the
data used by Bendick et al. (2007) are located NW of the main
rupture terminating at Balakot along the Indus Valley, the question
arises whether the displacement observed by Bendick et al. (2007)
is linked essentially with the strong aftershocks occurred in this
area, not with the main shock. On the other hand, according to
the residual analysis of our slip models, relatively large residual is
observed in and to the NW of the Balakot–Muzaffarabad segment
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Table 5. Geometry parameters of the wedge thrust modified from Bendick et al. (2007) in order to
fit our two segments model. Parameters in bold correspond to modified parameters.

Strike (◦) Dip (◦) Rack (◦) Slip (m) X (km) Y (km) Length (km) Depth (km)

320.37 39.92 90 1.8 328.04 3843.10 44 5–20

(Figs 12 and 14), thus the question arises if this wedge thrust can
explain this large residual. Moreover, it makes sense that there is a
fault to the NW of the Balakot–Muzaffarabad segment that ensures
the continuity of the Balakot–Bagh fault and the Indus Kohistan
Seismic Zone. Consequently, the test of wedge thrust is performed
with the data sets used in this paper.

Since the geometry of the wedge thrust in Bendick et al. (2007) is
consistent with the geometry of the one segment model estimated by
Pathier et al. (2006); Parsons et al. (2006), it is not consistent with
our two segments slip model geometry. In the data sets used in this
paper, only several subpixel image correlation measurements cover
the NW part where most of the aftershocks are located, we cannot
constrain directly the wedge thrust using these data sets. Therefore,
the geometry of the wedge thrust in Bendick et al. (2007) is slightly
modified in order that it fits our two segments model and follows
the Northern segment in the Northwest. The geometry parameters
of the modified wedge thrust is shown in Table 5. The displacement
field induced by this two segments main rupture plus wedge thrust
model is obtained by adding the displacement field induced by this
wedge thrust, calculated using uniform slip (the same as in Bendick
et al. (2007)), to the displacement field induced by the two segments
fault. The residuals of the two segments main rupture plus wedge
thrust model with respect to both the subpixel correlation and the
D-InSAR data sets of the Track 4631 are shown in Fig. 15.

Comparing Fig. 15(a) and 12, the residual is slightly reduced to
the NW of the Balakot–Muzaffarabad segment. However, a small
excess of displacement appears further NW, which can be observed
from the residual in blue in Fig. 15(a). Comparing Fig. 14 and 15(b),

no observable difference is obtained between these two residuals.
On the one hand, these observations confirm that the residual in
this area is mainly due to the slip deficit of the two segments model
on the Northern segment. On the other hand, the wedge geometry
in this test is determined in an arbitrary way based on the wedge
geometry proposed by Bendick et al. (2007) and the geometry of our
two segments model. Moreover, the slip on the wedge is assumed
to be uniform. If such a wedge thrust dose exist, the imprecise
information of the geometry and slip in this test may perturb the
real contribution of the wedge thrust to the coseismic displacement
interpretation. Even so, we can observe that in this test the model
with wedge thrust reduces slightly the residual to the NW of the
Balakot–Muzaffarabad segment. Therefore, further investigation is
necessary in order to constrain a wedge thrust that corresponds
to the two segments slip model and to discuss its contribution to
interpreting the measured displacement field.

5.2 Investigation of potential slip along a décollement level

According to Jouanne et al. (2011), post-seismic displacement mea-
sured by GPS campaigns, indicates an afterslip along a décollement
located North of the ramp and connected to it. The slip along the NW
portion of the décollement reached about 30.8 cm between Novem-
ber 2005 and August 2006. Due to coherence loss, this post-seismic
displacement could not be detected in the post-seismic interfero-
gram. However, the time span of the radar measurements used in
this paper for coseismic analysis includes the post-seismic period
(Fig. 16).

Figure 15. Residual (model minus data) of the model with wedge thrust with respect to (a) subpixel image correlation data set (b) D-InSAR data set of the
Track 4631. The model used here is the combination of the two segments main rupture model proposed in this paper and a modified wedge thrust from Bendick
et al. (2007).
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Figure 16. Temporal distribution of coseismic data sets versus post-seismic period. A denotes ascending pass and D denotes descending pass. The coseismic
NS displacement (409 mm) derived in this study and the post-seismic NS displacement (68 mm, about 17 per cent of the coseismic displacement) at the position
PS08 (see Fig. 1) between November 2005 and August 2006 from Jouanne et al. (2011) are indicated.

Figure 17. Geometry of the décollement in different configurations. Orientation N320. r0 represents the ramp. d1–d4 represent the four décollement
configurations.

In order to understand how post-seismic slip along the
décollement could affect the coseismic slip distribution derived
from the data sets used in this paper, synthetic tests are realised.
According to Jouanne et al. (2011), the ramp affected by the main
shock is followed by a décollement with a dip angle of about 10◦

and situated at about 10–25 km depth. To quantify the displacement
induced by the slip along this décollement in the coseismic data,
two fault models are considered:

(i) model 1: a single ramp (r0) located between 0 and ∼13 km
depth.

(ii) model 2: a ramp (r0) followed by a décollement (d1–d4).
The data sets used in this paper cannot constrain the depth of the
décollement, four configurations corresponding to four different
locations of the décollement are tested (Fig. 17).

(a) d1: the décollement is located between 10 and 25 km depth
and intersects the ramp.

(b) d2: the décollement is located between 13 and 25 km depth
and connected to the ramp.

(c) d3: the décollement is located between 15 and 25 km depth
without connexion to the ramp.

(d) d4: the décollement is located between 20 and 25 km depth
without connexion to the ramp.

Since the data sets used in this paper cannot constrain the depth
of the décollement, we cannot infer the geometry parameters of the
décollement together with the geometry parameters of the ramp in
one inversion. From the geometry parameters of the ramp and the

geometric relationship between the ramp and the décollement, we
deduce certain parameters of the décollement, such as top, (X, Y).
The other parameters, like strike, rake, slip and length, are assumed
to be the same as those of the ramp. Then the 3-D surface displace-
ment field induced by the slip along the décollement is calculated
using the forward model (Okada 1985). Afterwards, the 3-D sur-
face displacement field induced by the slip along the décollement
and that induced by the slip on the ramp are combined linearly in
order to obtain the total 3-D surface displacement field. The latter
(model prediction) is compared to the 3-D displacement field ob-
tained directly by linear inversion of the radar measurements (data
observation). In order to reduce noise, the comparison is performed
on a profile averaged over a 151 pixels large band (Supporting
Fig. S3).

The measured displacement is the sum of the displacement in-
duced by the slip on the ramp and the displacement induced by the
slip along the décollement plus random noise. However, the amount
of slip on the décollement is unknown. In these tests, a unitary slip
is considered on the ramp, as well as along the décollement. In order
to determine the proportion of slip on the décollement with respect
to that on the ramp, two coefficients are assigned to the surface
displacement induced by the slip on the ramp and to the surface dis-
placement induced by the slip along the décollement, respectively
(eq. (5)). Thus, these two coefficients indicate the amount of slip on
the ramp and on the décollement, respectively.

ddata = c1 ∗ dramp + c2 ∗ ddecollement + dnoise (5)
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Table 6. Coefficients c1, c2, rms and AIC values for different
ramp/décollement configurations.

– Model 1 Model 2

– r0 r0+d1 r0+d2 r0+d3 r0+d4
c1 4.9503 4.5022 4.4330 4.3812 4.1252
c2 0.0000 0.2483 0.3247 0.3828 0.6708

rms (m) 0.2746 0.2718 0.2713 0.2710 0.2705
AIC 2.2746 4.2718 4.2713 4.2710 4.2705

c1 and c2 are obtained by minimizing the root mean square (rms)
that is defined below:

rms =
√∑I

i (ddata(i) − c1 ∗ dramp(i) − c2 ∗ ddecollement(i))2

I
(6)

with i index of pixel and I number of pixels on the profile.
The coefficients c1, c2 and the rms in different configurations

are shown in Table 6. The values of c2 are much smaller than those
of c1 for model 2. The values of c1 for model 2 vary slightly from
one configuration to another. Moreover, they are close to the value
for model 1. The differences of rms between model 1 and model 2
are extremely small, on the order of 0.1 cm. All these observations
indicate that the best adjustment of model 2 is almost equivalent to
that of model 1.

In order to further compare the two fault models, which imply a
different number of parameters (one for model 1 and two for model
2), the Akaike information criterion (Akaike 1974) is used.

AIC = χ 2 + 2n (7)

where n is the number of parameters in the model and χ2 corre-
sponds to the rms.

Different AIC values are shown in Table 6. The AIC value for
model 1 is much smaller than those for model 2. Therefore, we can
conclude that the model with décollement cannot better explain the
data observation, thus no slip along the décollement level can be
detected in the used coseismic measurements.

The detection threshold of the slip on the décollement is estimated
in the shallowest configuration (d1). If the slip on the décollement
is inferior to 72.6 cm, it is difficult to distinguish the displace-
ment induced by the slip along the décollement from the noise
present in the radar measurements. Furthermore, the maximum
slip on the décollement found by Jouanne et al. (2011) is about
30.8 cm. Therefore, we can conclude that the influence of the post-
seismic displacement on the coseismic analysis is negligible.

To summarise, although the coseismic data used in this paper
includes the post-seismic period, the coseismic displacement field
and slip distribution are not significantly biased by the post-seismic
slip that probably exists along the décollement, since even if it exists,
the magnitude is small, less than 72.6 cm. If coseismic slip occurs on
the décollement level, it must be small, less than 42 cm; otherwise,
together with the post-seismic slip (∼30.8 cm maximum), it would
be detected in the radar measurements. This evidence confirms the
conclusion that the afterslip, driven by the stress change due to
the main shock, affects mainly the décollement part which is not
affected during the main shock.

6 C O N C LU S I O N

A series of ENVISAT SAR images are processed to estimate the
coseismic surface displacement due to the 2005 Kashmir earth-
quake. In particular, D-InSAR is applied to measure the surface
displacement induced by this earthquake with success for the first

time, thanks to the particular phase unwrapping chain developed in
this study. The comparisons of surface displacement obtained from
radar, optical and in situ measurements are performed. A satisfac-
tory general agreement is obtained.

The coseismic fault geometry parameters and slip distribution
are estimated using radar measurements, particularly the precise far
field D-InSAR data. The obtained results are consistent with those
obtained previously. In addition to the one segment slip model as
proposed by most authors, a two segments slip model that better fits
the surface fault break is prefered here. The slip models obtained
are further evaluated by residual with respect to the data observa-
tion. Due to the D-InSAR data that provide precise displacement
information in the far field of the fault, the performance of the slip
models obtained in this paper is assessed in detail. The improvement
in interpreting the measured displacement field of the two segments
model is highlighted.

The wedge thrust proposed by Bendick et al. (2007) is tested.
According to the residual analysis, it is possible that such wedge
thrust exists, but the large residual observed in and to the NW of
the Balakot–Muzaffarabad segment is mainly due to the slip deficit
on the Northern segment in our slip models. Further investigation is
necessary to constrain a wedge thrust that fits the two segments slip
model and to discuss its contribution to interpreting the observed
displacement field.

Although the coseismic data used in this paper include the post-
seismic period, the magnitude of the post-seismic slip, revealed
by GPS data on the décollement level, is so small that it cannot
be detected by these coseismic data. Therefore, the coseismic slip
distribution and displacement estimation are not significantly influ-
enced by the post-seismic displacement.
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Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online ver-
sion of this article:

Figure S1. Phase delay/elevation ratio derived from (a) in-
terferogram (b) meteorological model. Track 191 (2004/10/18–
2005/11/07). In (a), each point represents an area (∼1 × 1 km)
selected in the far field where there is no deformation. In (b), the
points correspond to elevation levels provided by the meteorological
model.
Figure S2. Example of quadtree downsampling. Track 191
(2004/10/18–2005/11/07), D-InSAR measurement. Original size:
2564 × 1364 pixels. 2976 points are taken after the downsampling.
The threshold of the displacement variance is 0.0003 m2.
Figure S3. Profile (AB), averaged over a 151 pixels large band, used
for comparisons between data observations and model predictions
for décollement tests. The background image is the Up component
of the 3-D surface displacement.
s2005Kashmirarche_1seg.slp. Text file of the one segment slip
distribution model
s2005Kashmirarche_2seg.slp. Text file of the two segments
slip distribution model (http://gji.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/supp1/
doi:10.1093/gji/ggs102/-/DC1)
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tent or functionality of any supporting materials supplied by the
authors. Any queries (other than missing material) should be di-
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